Applying the correspondence principle, simple explicit expressions for the effective relaxation moduli of composites with a matrix whose behavior under shear can be approximated by the standard-linear model are developed. The analytic expressions are compared with corresponding finite elements results for a composite with hexagonal distribution of the fibers.
On the Behmior ofl'iscous Fiber Reinforced Composites constituents, one can approximate the phases' viscous behavior by a simple model which enables to carry out the inverse transform analytically.
Here, we obtain explicit expressions for the effective relaxation moduli of composites with matrices whose behavior is linear in dilatation and may be approximated by the standard-linear model in shear. The standard-linear model is represented by a Maxwell element in parallel with a spring such that the shear relaxation modulus is (1) Here, /Γ is the instantaneous initial modulus at the unstressed and undeformed state and μ ' is the relaxed (or equilibrium) modulus which characterizes the behavior under very slow loading conditions. The relative decrease in the shear stiffness of the matrix g is defined such that/T°'g = // '-//"'. In general, this simple model does not represent the behaviors of real viscous solids and its primary value is a guide for qualitative understanding of the composite's behavior.
We make use of Hashin and Rosen /4/ results for a random array composite and Hill 151 results for a cylindrical composite element to determine the expressions for the effective moduli. For the transverse shear relaxation moduli we also use the corresponding expression for the HS bounds 161. To assess the applicability of the proposed models we compare the results with corresponding finite element calculations for a periodic composite with a hexagonal unit cell.
EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES
For the class of uniaxial fiber composites with an overall transversely isotropic symmetry, the stressstrain relation can be expressed in terms of the following quantities σ,,=σ·α, (2) where O!= ®n, ή is the unit vector parallel to the fiber's direction. β -\-η<8>ή and 1 is the identity matrix. The corresponding expressions for £",£ ",}'" and γ in terms of the strain tensor ε are identical. The behavior of a linear elastic transversely isotropic material is characterized by five independent moduli as follows,
Here, k r n is the longitudinal uniaxial straining modulus, / is the cross-modulus, μ ι is the longitudinal shear modulus and μ τ is the transverse shear modulus. 
FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITES
We compare the analytic expressions predictions with the results of a finite element simulation for a composite with a hexagonal unit cell. The unit cell and the appropriate periodic boundary conditions were The plane-strain transverse dilatational and shear behaviors are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The continuous curves are from the analytic expressions, the long-dashed curves according to rigid-fibers approximations, the short-dashed curves according to the random array composite results (Fig. 2 only) and the curves marked by circles according to the FE simulations (details are given in /?/). Those marked by squares depict the behavior of the matrix. We note that the analytic estimates closely match the numerical simulations results.
However, for the shear modulus the results for the random array composite (Fig. 2) severely overestimate the stiffness of the simulated composite. 
